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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Paul Nilen, Peter Friel and Stuart Beard Edited by: Aidan Linge 
For use in: Week 16 Friendly matches played 20/04/2022 

Correct as of: 19/04/2022 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a A student of Gustav Klimt, name the Austrian artist, poet and playwright best known for his intense 
expressionistic portraits and landscapes, he was a lover of Alma Mahler after her husbands death, but 
prior to her marriage with Walter Gropius? Oskar Kokoschka 

1b In the 1986 film Short Circuit, what is the number of the experimental robot that becomes intelligent and 
escapes the laboratory.? Johnny Five 

2a Michael Gracey's directorial debut was the Greatest Showman, however he is a well known director of 
adverts. In 2009 for what bottled water brand did he create the 'Skating Babies' who danced to Rapper's 
Delight? Evian 

2b Which singer who had a solo UK number one single in 1966, teamed up with the Pet Shop Boys in 1987 on 
a single that reached number two in the UK charts? Dusty Springfield 

3a 

When concatenated, the chemical symbols for Francium and Oganesson spell the name of which 
amphibious creature? Frog 

3b 

In order to distinguish itself from a large German City, which small town on the River Oder near the Polish 
border is known as what 'an der Oder'? Frankfurt 

4a Which UK charity was founded 1911 in Somerset as the Society for the Prevention and Relief of Cancer and 
is now named for its founder? Macmillan Cancer Support 



4b Jacques Kallis, Allan Donald, Graeme Pollock and Barry Richards are amongst the greatest cricketers from 
which country? SOUTH AFRICA 

 
 
Round 2 

  1a The culinary term Florentine is used to refer to dishes which typically contain which vegetable and may be 
favoured by Popeye? Spinach 

1b 

Which British City is nicknamed "The Maiden City", a reference to its ancient walls which were never 
breached? Derry / Londonderry 

2a Although other smaller copies of it have been displayed elsewhere, Barbara Hepworth's original sculpture 
"Single Form" has since 1964 been displayed outside the headquarters of which organisation? United Nations (Accept UN) 

2b In the Ricky Gervais series Afterlife, who plays the unconventional psychiatrist, this actor also plays 
Thoros of Myr in Game of Thrones? Paul Kaye 

3a Using the same principle as a ball thrower used by dog owners, what spear thrower was used by the 
Aztecs? Atlatl 

3b Ranked by Computing.co.uk as the best Commodore Amiga game of all time, which football simulation? 
Its name comes in part from the software house and is how "responsible football" might be described in 
the US 

SENSIBLE SOCCER (Accept 
Sensible World of Soccer) 



4a Polychloroprene was one of the first synthetic rubbers to be developed by Du Pont and is known 
generically by it's brand name. It has many applications, but it's name is best known when used as a 
fabric to produce essential clothing for Water Sports, what is the name of this material? Neoprene 

4b What Music Quiz plays out at 10:30am every weekday on Ken Bruce's BBC Radio 2 morning show, one 
such quiz was won by one of your setters earlier this year? Popmaster 

 
 
 
Round 3 

1a Gaining independence from Britain in October 1960, which African country is the largest on the continent 
by Population? Nigeria 

1b Sadly, in 1997, Angels by Robbie Williams never made it to number one, a novelty hit by which colourful 
childrens characters kept it from the top spot? Tellytubbies 

2a The 2020 Royal Society Christmas Lecture series was titled "Planet Earth: A user's guide". One of the three 
presenters was which professor of sustainable geoscience at the University of Manchester? In presenting 
the lecture he became the first person of colour to do so since its inception in 1825? Christopher Jackson 

2b Sisters representing England Womens Rugby Union team in the current 6 nations, what surname is shared 
by flanker Marlie and Scrum Half Lucy? Packer 

3a This car manufacturer has a logo containing 5 small stars and a larger one that represents 2 stars. Named 
after the Japanese for the constellation Pleiades or 7 Sisters, what is it? Subaru 



3b David Jason provided the voice of which cartoon title character in its original 1980’s series? This rodent 
special agent and his clumsy sidekick helped save the world from the evil plans of Baron Greenback. Dangermouse 

4a Cacofonix is the name of the talentless bard who is unable to carry a tune in the what series of comic 
books and seems to spend most of his time either tied up or living at the top of a tree where no one can 
hear him? Rene Goscinny and Albert Uderzo were the writers of this series Asterix the Gaul 

4b The flag of Chad is nearly identical to the flag of which European country, differing only in the shades of 
the blue, yellow and red verticals. This European country became a member of the European Union on 1st 
January 2007? ROMANIA 

 
Round 4 

1a In geometry, a theorem mis-attributed to which infamous national leader states that if equilateral triangles 
are constructed on the sides of any triangle, either all outward or all inward, the lines connecting the 
centres of those equilateral triangles themselves form an equilateral triangle? Napoleon 

1b Becoming the first non-Spanish winner of MotoGp since 2011, which Frenchman won the title in 2021? Fabio Quartararo 

2a A figure in Abrahamic religions, Jibril who revealed the words of the Quran to the Prophet Muhammad is 
known by what name in the bible? Angel GABRIEL 

2b Situated in the Northern Pacific, Sakalhin is the largest island under which country's control? Throughout 
history the island has changed ownership between Japan and this country although there have been 
numerous proposals for a rail and road bridge to span the 28 mile strait that separates the two Russia 

3a On hearing about the death of which American president Walt Whitman wrote the poems "O Captain! My Abraham Lincoln 



Captain!" and "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd" in reference to his assassination? 

3b Ranked 100 in Classic FM's Hall of Fame 2021, how is Beethovens Bagatelle No 25 better known? Fur Elise 

4a Previously listed by TripAdvisor as the No1 thing to do in Newhaven East Sussex was a visit to the 
commeration stone to which Asian leader? He was born in 1890 and died in 1969, it is believed he worked 
breifly as a pastry chef on the Newhaven - Dieppe ferry in 1913. Tripadvisor removed the listing due to the 
number of spurious comments Ho Chi Minh 

4b After initially finding fame as Will on the TV Show The Inbetweeners, which actor went on to star in the 
comedy series Friday Night Dinner? Simon Bird 

 
 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
 
Round 5 

1a Gaining independence from France in July 1962, which African country is the largest by area on the 
mainland continent of Africa? Algeria 

1b The flag of Indonesia is similar to that of which small European principality? They differ only in the actual 
dimensions of the flag. Both show red over white. The principality itself is the most densely populated in 
Europe. MONACO 

2a This Japanese car manufacturer's name means three diamonds and literally describes it's logo? Mitsubishi 



2b Sisters representing England Womens Rugby Union team in the current 6 nations, what surname is shared 
by flanker Poppy and Prop Briony? Cleall 

3a Bianca Castafiore is the name of the talentless opera singer, seemingly unable to carry a tune in what 
series of series of comic books who seems to spend her time either shattering panes of glass or having her 
advances spurned by Captain Haddock? Herge was the creator of this series The Adventures of TinTin 

3b Sadly, in 1981, Vienna by Ultravox never made it to number one, a novelty hit by which artist, whose Top of 
the Pops performance included the lyrics written on a blackboard kept it from top spot? Joe Dolce 

4a The 2020 Royal Society Christmas Lecture series was titled "Planet Earth: A Users guide". One of the three 
presenters was which research fellow at University College London? Her previous presenting credits 
include the BBC series' "Colour: The Spectrum of Science" and "Dangerous Earth" Helen Czerski 

4b David Jason also provided the voice of the title character in which cartoon series that was a spin off from 
Dangermouse? This ‘fowl’ creature was a vegetarian vampire who lives with his nanny and a butler called 
Igor? Count Duckula 

Round 6 

1a 
The culinary term a la Crecy is used to describe dishes that are served with or contain which vegetable and may be 
favoured by Bugs Bunny Carrot 

1b 
What Music and general knowledge quiz presented by Paul Gambaccini on Radio 4 was won in 2022 by Frankie Fanko? Counterpoint 

2a 
Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is a tough, clear acrylic polymer developed in the early 1930s almost simultaneously 
by ICI in the Uk and Rohm and Haas in Europe, and is generically known by the early brand names. What is either of the Perspex or Plexiglas 



names for this plastic that saw a huge boom in demand as an omnipresent addition to most shop counters and some 
popular team quiz shows over 2020/2021? 

2b 

In the Ricky Gervais series Afterlife, who plays Tony's Dad, this actor also plays Walder Frey in Game of Thrones? David Bradley 

3a 

Using the same principle as a ball thrower used by dog owners, what spear thrower was used by the Australian 
Aborigines? Woomera 

3b 

Which British City is nicknamed "Linenopolis", a reference to it's former prominence in the linen industry? Belfast 

4a 

The largest collection of works by Henry Moore is located in which North American city? After controversy surrounding 
the commissioning of a Moore piece for the City Hall, Moore donated a large body of his work to this city Toronto 

4b Sensible software also produced another of the top ten Amiga games as ranked by Computing.co.uk. Which battlefield 
based game saw the player control a small squad of soldiers destroying anything that moved? The game takes its name 
from the term used for soldiers who are deemed expendable in war or literally food for enemy heavy artiliery. CANNON FODDER 

 
Round 7 

1a When concatenated, the chemical symbols for Beryllium and Argon spell the name of which Ursine Bear 



creature? 

1b In the Netflix series Stranger Things, what is the number of Millie Bobbie-Browns character who escaped 
from an experimental laboratory? Eleven 

2a A student of Gustav Klimt, name this Austrian painter who was the subject of the 1980 film Excess and 
Punishment? His work is noted for its intensity and its raw sexuality, and the many self-portraits, including 
nude self-portraits mark the artist as an early exponent of Expressionism. Egon Schiele 

2b Which singer who had a joint winning entry for the UK in the 1969 Eurovision song contest, teamed up 
with Take That in 1993 on a single which reached number one in the UK charts? Lulu 

3a Michael Gracy also directed an advert showing a couple dancing around the showroom of which kitchen 
manufacturer named for a small bird? Wren Kitchens 

3b Richard Hadlee, Martin Crowe, Shane Bond and Kane Williamson are amongst the greatest cricketers from 
which country? NEW ZEALAND 

4a Which UK based charity supports those living with a terminal illness or a nuerological condition? Formed 
after the second world war, it takes its name from its founder who started out helping those displaced 
from home after the war. This lady was the wife of Leonard Cheshire from 1959-1992. Sue Ryder 

4b Upon which river does the large city of Frankfurt stand, which forms part of it's official name? Main (Frankfurt am Main) 

 
 
 
 



 
Round 8 

1a "I am Going to the Lordy" is a poem written by Charles Guiteau on the morning of his execution and read it 
aloud on the gallows before being hung. The subject matter was his own 1881 assassination of which US 
president some 8 months earlier, a crime for which he was now being punished? James Garfield 

1b Which American was previously the last non-Spanish winner of MotoGp winning in 2011? Casey Stoner 

2a In the Islamic faith, Isa is considered to be the penultimate prophet and messenger of Allah and the 
remaining vacant tomb in the Mosque of the Prophet in Medina is set aside for his second coming. How is 
this same figure known in the bible? JESUS 

2b Situated in the Northern Black Sea lies which peninsula? Throughout history the peninsula has changed 
ownership between Russia and Ukraine and is currently under Russian control. The two countries most 
certainly did not co-operate on the 12 mile long bridge that links the peninsula to the Russian mainland Crimea 

3a In another misattributed theorem, Benford's Law or the law of anomalous numbers holds that, in any set 
of real-life data, which integer is most likely to be the leading digit? Number 1 (30% of the time) 

3b After initially finding as fame as Jay on the TV Show The Inbetweeners, which actor went on to star in the 
comedy series' "Zapped" and also starred in "White Gold" with Joe Thomas? James Buckley 

4a Currently listed by Tripadvisor as the number 4 thing to do in Newhaven East Sussex is a visit to which 
Gangsta rappers memorial bench? He was the leader of the collective NWA and died aged 30 in 1995 of 
AIDS related illness, leaving behind 11 children. There are no records of the rapper spending any time in 
Newhaven so the reasonings behind the memorial bench remain unclear Easy E 



4b Ranked 200 in Classic FM's Hall of Fame 2021, how is Vaughan Williams Symphony No 1 better known? A Sea Symphony 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Spares 

1 
Which high profile celebrity launched the SKIMS shapewear brand? 

KIM KARDASHIAN (Both names 
required) 

2 

The world's sixth-largest lake by volume, which subglacial lake beneath the East Antarctic Ice Sheet is the 
largest lake in Antarctica? It shares its name with a prominent human spaceflight programme.  Lake VOSTOK 

3 The 4th series of which American crime series starring Jason Bateman and Laura Linney was released on 
Netflix in April 2022? The series follows a family who move to the lakes after a money laundering scheme 
goes wrong. OZARK 

4 Who is the most awesome member of the OQL organising and writing team? Jon STITCHER 



 
 


